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ABSTRACT
Throughout history, warriors lrave been confionted with moral and ethical challenges and modern unconventional
and guerilla wars anrplifv these challenges. Potentially nrorally injurious events, such as perpetrating, failing to
prevent, or bearing wltuess to acts th.rt transgress deeplv held moral belicfs and expectatious m.ry be deleterious in
the long-teil1l, enrotionally, psychologically, behaviorally, spi|itually, and socially (what we label as morul in/ury).
Although there has been sonte reseatch on the consequences of unnecessary acts of violence in war zones, the
Lrsting impact of morally injurious experience in wal lemains chiefly unaddressed. To stimulate a critical
exalrination of rnoral injury, we review the available liter.rture, define tenls, and ofler a working conceptual
fiamewolk and a set of interuentiou strategies desigued to repair nroral injtny.
Irublished bv Elsevier l-td.
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Introduction

Service menrbers are confronted with numeLous nloral and ethical
ch"lllenges in war. 'l'hey mav act in ways that transgress deeply held

moral beliefs or they may experience conflict about the unethical
bel.raviors of others. Warriors may also bear witness to intense human
suffering ancl cruelty that shakes their core beliefs about humanity.
What happens to service rnembers who are unable to contextualize or

lustify their actions or the actions of others and are unable to
successfully accomrnodate various rnor'.rlly challenging experiences
into the ir knowledge about thernselves and thr. wolld? Are they at risk

[or developing long-lasting psycho-bio-social impairment? Is there a
clistinct svudrorne of psychological, biological, behavioral, and [elational problems that .lrises from serious and/or sustained morally
injurious experiences? Or', do existing disorders, sucl-r as posttraumatic
stless disolder' (PTSD), sufficiently explain the sequelae of what we
teln rroral injury? And, can existing psychological treatlnents for'
combat and operational PTSD be eft'ective or in.rpactful?
In the first iteration of the PTSD construct (DSM-lll) "guilt about
survivirrg while others have not or about behavior required for surtival
(emphasis added)" was a symptom of PTSD. This was chiefly the result
of tlre predominance of thinking about the phenomenology of
Vietnam veterans and clinical care experience with veterans of war.
Cor.rsequently, prior to the DSM-lll-R, clinicians in VA settings arguably
tackled rnoral conflict and guilt (e.g., Friedman, 1981). Since then,
there has been very little attention paid fo the lasting impact of n.roral
conflict-colored psychological trauma among war veterans in the
clinical science comnrunity. A possible reason for the scant attention is
th.rt clinicians and researchers who worl< with service mernbers and
veterans focus most of their attention on the impact of life-threat
trauma, failing to pay sufficient attention to the impact of events with
rnoral and ethical implicatious; events that provol<e shame and guilt
lray not be assessecl or targeted sufficiently. Tliis explanation seerns
plausible given the emphasis on fear memories in evidence-based
models of treatn.rent (e.g., Foa, Stel<etee, & Rothbaum, 1989).
It is also possible that some clinicians believe that addressing ethical
conflicts and nror.ll violations is outside the realm of their expertise,
pref'erring to recommend religious counseling instead. Care-providers
rnay also not hear about moral injury because service members' or
veterans' sharne and concern about adverse impact ol repercussions
(e.g., being shunned, rejected, misrurdel'stood) prevent disclosure.
Mental health professionals may contribute to this; they may unl<now*
ingly provide non-verbal messages that valious acts of omission or
cornrnission in wal are too thl'eatening ol abhollent to hear'. Sorne may
believe that treatment would excuse illegal or imrroral behavior in
some way. Others m.ry veer frorr the topic to avoid the very thorny

cluestion about whether perpetration of violence should lead to
diagnosable and potentially compensable P'ISD.
Whatever t[]e l'easons for the scant attention paid to moral and
ethical conflicts (aftel DSM-lll), we argue that serious explolation is
indicated because, in our experience, service membels and veterans
can sufler long-terrn scars that are not well captured by the current
conceptualizations of PTSD or othel adjustrnent difficulties. We are
not .rrguing for a new diagnostic categofy, per se, nor do we want to
medicalize or pathologize the moral and ethical distress that service
menrbers and veterans may experience. However; we believe th.1t the

clinical and research dialogue is very lirnited at present because
questior.rs about moral inju|y are not being addressed. ln addition,
clinicians wllo observe molal injury and are motivated to target these
lrroblerns are at a loss because existiug evidence-based strategies fail
to provide sufficient guidance. Consequently, our goal is two-fold: We
want to stimulate discourse and empilical research and, because we
afe sorely aware oF the clinical care vacuuln and need (especiallv in
t.he Department ol Defense), we offer specific treatment recommenclations based on our conceptual model and a pilot study we are
conducting in the Marine Corps.

Bc'low, we first describe the potential nrorallv injurious expeliences in war, using the current wars in Iraq and Afghanistan as
examples. Second, we review and sumnrarize the research pertaining
to events that have the potential to be morally injurious. Third, we
discuss why existing conceptualizations of lvl'SD m.1y not fully capture
the different aspects of moral injury, Finallv, we propose a working
conceptual model, a set of assumptiolls that guide our treatment
approach, and details about the treatment model.
The re are three sets of inrportant questions we will not be covering
in detail in this .rrticle: ( 1 ) What military training, deployrnent length,
battlefiekl context, leadership, rules of engagetnent, group processes,
and personality factors moderate and media[e war-zone transgression?; (2) What aspects ol'military training (primary and secondary
prevention strategies) help service members assimilate and accommodate valious moral and ethical challenges, r'oles, and experiences?;
and (3) What are the learning history, personality, r'eligious beliefs,
and social and cultural variables that moderate and rnediate nroral
iniury afterward? These complex research questions requrre an
interdisciplinary approach (e.g., rnilitary, biological, philosophical,
sociological and social psychological, legal, religious, mental health
perspectives), and our intention is to ofler a basic framework that car-r
be used as a point ofdeparture for future theory-building and research.
2. What

might be potentially momlly injurious in war?

Service mernbels deploved

to lraq or Afghanistan have been

exposc'd to high levels ofviolence and its afterrnath. In 2003,52% of
solclicrs and Marines surveyed repolted shooting ol directing fire at
the enemy, and 32% reported being directly responsible for the death
of an enemy combatant (Hoge et al., 2004). Additionally, 65% of those

surveyed reported seeing dead bodies or human remains, 31%
reported handling or uncovering hurnan renrains, and 60% reported
having seen ill/wounded women and childlen who they were unable
to help. The rates of exposure to violence and its aftermath remained

high in a survey of soldiers in 2007 (Menrat Health Advisorv Tearn
IMr-rAI-V], 2008).
Violence and killing are prescribed in war and encounters with the
grotesque aftern'rath of battle are timeless and expected aspects of a
warrior's experience. Still, the actions, sights, smells, and images of
violence and its aftermath may produce considerable lasting distress
and inner turmoil, comparable to consequences of direct life threat.
Morally questionable or ethically arnbiguous situations can arise

service melnbels in any type of warfare. However, counterinsurgency, guelilla warfare, especially in urban coutexts poses
greater risks. 'lhese types of wars involve unconventional features
(e.g., an unmarked enemv, civilian threats, improvised explosive
devices) th.-rt produce greater uncertainty, greater danger for noncornbat tl'oops, .rnd generally gre.rter risl< of hann among noncombatants. Not surprisingly, a select field survey in theatre revealed
that 27% of soldiers faced ethical situations during deployment in
which they did not know l'row to respond (MHAT-V, 2008). Guerilla
wars also expose service meurbers to unpredicted and non-contingent
viotence and the afterrnath of violence; experiences that fail to
conf'orm to sclrematic beliefs about warfare and roles fbr service
member.s. Research has shown that for those who are unaccustonred
or unprepared, exposure to human lemains is one of the most
cor-rsistent predictors of long-term distress (e.g., McCarroll, Ursano, &
Fullerton,1995).
Unconventional featules of war mav make it more difficult for'
selvice members to decide on the most prudent way to react towards
nou-combatants (or potential colnbatallts) despite strong battlefield
etlrics training and the lr.rles oFengagement. Fol example, n2O03,20%
of soldiers and Marines surveyed endorsed resp0nsibility fbr the deatlr
of a non-combatant (Hoge, et a1.,2A04), arguably due to the ambiguity
of the erlerny. Furthermore, 45% of the soldiers and Marines assessed
with a field suruev in traq in 2006 felt that non-combatants shoLrld be

for
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treated with dignily and respect, and 17% of soldiers aud Marines

surveyed believed th"1t non-combatants should be treated as
insurgents (Mcntal Hcalth Advisolv 'l'eanr [MHAT-IV], 2006). Also,
using a simil.rr methodology, in 2007, 31% indicated they had insulted
or cursed at civilians, 5% indicated mistreating civilians, and 1l%
reported damaging propertv unnecessarily (l\4HAl-V, 2008).
Further heightening the intensity of these challenges is the
increased demands on current service rnembels (and theil fantilies),
such as longer and mole frequent deployments. The cumulative anger
ancl frustration about losses, sacrifices, and adversities n]ay ilnpact
ethical decision making in some service members. For exarnple,
cleployment length lras beeu found to be associated with an increase
in unethical behaviors on the battlefietd witlrin lhe first ten months of
deployment ( MHA1'-V, 2008).

It is in-lportant to appreciate that the n-rilitary culture fosters ar-r
intensely rnoral and ethical code of conduct and, in times of war, being

violent and killing is normal, and bealing witness to violence and

killing is, to a degree, prepared fol and expected.

Nevertheless,

individual service members and units face unanticipated moral
choices and demands and even prescribed acts of killing or violence
mav have a delayed but lasting psychosocial-spiritual irnpact (e.g.,
guilt and shame). For example, it makes sense that most service
members are able to assimilate most of what they do and see in war
because of training and preparatiorl, the warrior culture, their role, the
exigencies nfvarious missions, rules ofengagement and other context
demancls, the lnessages and behavior of peers and leaders, and the
acceptance (and recognition of saclifices) by lamilies and the cultr-rre
at large. However, once redeployed and separated from the military

culture and context (e.g., with family or after retirement), sonre
service members may have difficulty accommodating various morally
confl icting experiences.
To summarize, tlre currellt wars may be creating an additional risk

fol exposure to morally questionable or ethically ambiguous situations. Many service mernbels may mistakenly take the life of a civilian
they believed to be an insurgent, be diiectly responsible for the death
of eneniy combatants, unexpectedlv see dead bodies or human
rerrains, or see ill/wounded women and children who they are
ulrable to help. We are cloing a disservice to our service members and

veterans

if we fail to conceptualize

and address the lasting

psychological, biological, spiritual, behavioral, and social irnpact of

perpetrating, failing

to prevent, or bearing witness to acts that

transgress deeply held moral beliefs and expectations, that is, moral

injury,
3. Research on

military atrocities and killing

Although moral injury, per se, has not been systematically studied,
there has been some research on acts ofperpetration such as atrocities
( i.e., ulrnecessarv, cruel, and abusive harm to others or lethal violence)
and killing. Sevelal lesearchers have demonstlated that self-repolts of
atrocities ale lelated to chronic PTSD in Vietnam veterans (e.g.,
Beckharn, Feldntan, & I(irby, 1998; I(ing, I(ing, Gudanowski, & VIeven,
1995; Yehuda, Southwick, & Ciller, 1992). Moreover, the association
between reports of atrocities and PTSD is considerably stronger than
global reports of combat exposure and P'I'SD, in terms of very chronic
P1'SD among Vietnarn veterans. Furthel'more, researchers have shown

that exposure to atrocities increases the risk for a variety of
dysfunctional behaviors and probleurs, namely depression (Yehuda
et al.), general indices of psychiatric distless (Fontana, et al., 1992 ) and
suicidal behavior (Hiley-Young, Blake, Abueg, Rozyr.rko, & Guslralt,
1905).

Cornpared to witnessing atrocities, perpetration appears to be
rnore problematic (Breslau & Davis, l!)87; Fontana, Rosenheck, & Brett,
f -i)92; Hiley-Young et al., 1995: Laufer, Gallops, & F'rey-Wr:uters, 1984).
Still, sorne research has suggested that witnessing atrocities in theatre
is also associated with PTSD (e.g., Fontana et al.; Laufer, Brett, &

Callops, 1985). Failing to prevent atrocities atrd learning about
atrocities rnight affect outcome as well; however, researchers have
yet to examine the ullique irnpact of these types of potentiallv
injurious experiences.
Exposure to atlocities does not appear to be associated with
hyperarousal problems, which mal<es sense conceptually because
arousal difficulties arguably stem from high sustained fear due to lifethreat. When researchers have broken flSD symptoms into separate
clustels, they generally have found that exposure t0 atrocities was
only related to tl.re reexpel'iencing (Beckharrr et al., l99B; Fontana
et a1., 1992; I lenning & liueh, 1997; Yehuda el al., 1992) and avoidance
(Henning & Frueh; I..rufer et al., l9B5) clusters. Unfortunately, studies
to date have not disaggregated cluster C into its conceptually distinct
sub-components, namely, strategic avoidance (Cl and C2) and
ernotional numbing (C4*C6). Ovelall, the sub-cluster analyses suggest
that morally ir!ulious experiences are recalled intlusively and a
combinatiorl of avoidance and ernotional nurnbir-rg may also be a
corlsequence.
Other studies have also shown that prescribed killing and injuring
others are associated with PTSD ([:ontana & Rosenheck, 1999;

M;lcNair, 2002). Itilling, regardless of lole, is a better predictor of
chronic lv['SD symptoms than other indices of combat, mirroling some
of the results on atrocities. lbr exanrple, MacNair found that Vietnam
veterans who killed and experienced light combat had more PTSD
symptoms than those who did not kilt and experienced heavy cornbat.
Among Vietnarn vetelans, killing was a significant predictor of PTSD
symptorns, dissocialion, funclional irrpairrnent, and violent behaviors, after controlling for general combat exposure (Maguen, Mctzlcr;
et al., in prcss). Also, after controlling for combat exposure, taking
another life was a signilicant predictor of PTSD symptoms, alcohol
abuse, anger, and relationship problerns among lraq War veterans
(Maguen, l.ucenko, et al., in press).
Role and choice appear to be |elated to outcome as well. For
example, Fontana et at. (1992) found that more active |oles related to
killing (i.e., being an agent of killing and failing to prevent kitling)
were more strongly rel.rted to PTSD, other psychiatric syrnptoms, ancl
suicide than passive roles. Furtherntore, active potentiallv nrorally
injurious roles hacl signilicantly smaller associations with hyperar'ousal than being the target of life-threat.
Although reports of perpetratiolr on clreck-lists covary with postwar symptomatology, the subjective responses to those acts are likely
to be the more critical componeuts in the etiological chain-in other
words, the meaning that is attributed to actions and various attendant
observations shapes the long-tenn response. Supporting this contention, Iontana et al. (1992) found that retrospective accounts of
subjective distress related to acts of violence accounted for more
variance in outcome. Likewise, [.auf'er et al. ( 1985 ) found that feelings
of demoraliz.rtion and guilt hacl much stronger correlations with PI'SD
than reports of combat exposure and palticipation ir-r abusive violence.
These fir-rdings are col'lsistent with other research that underscores the
importance of evaluating subjective responses to combat and
operational stress (l(ing et al., 1995).
Further underscoring the ilnportance of subjective reaction to
combat roles, Hcnning ancl Frueh ( 1997) found that combat-relatccl
guilt (chiefly indexed to various acts of omission or commission) was
associated with reexperiencing and avoidance symptoms and a
general measure of PTSD symptom severity. Tlrey also found that
combat guilt accounted for 30% of the unique variauce in a composite
of reexperiencing and avoidance symptoms and B% of the unique
variarrce in ovelall PTSD severity. Moreover, after controllir-rg for
combat-r'elated guilt, combat exposure and trait-related guilt were not
related to outconle. Based on these findings, the authors concluded
that colnbat guitt is largely responsible for reexperiencing and
avoidance symptoms, but not arousal symptoms.

Marx et al. (submitted for publication) performed two path
analyses examining the relationships between atrocity exposure,
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guilt, PT:D, and major depressive disorder (MDD) with data ft'orn
1248 rnale Vietnanr combat veteralls with and without PTSD lrom a

altered beliefs about the world and the self caused bv rnor.rl inlury are
likelv to be dceper and more global. For example, an individual with

VA Coop:rative Studv. The guilt nreaslrre consisted of a 12-item
subscale fron-r the Laufer-Parson Inventorv (l-aufcr, Yager, FrcvWouters, & l)onnellan, 1981) that addressed acts of commission and
ol.lrission Results indicated th.rt guilt paftially mediated the lel.rtion-

moral injury may begin to view him <lr herself as immoral,

ship betrueen atrocity exposure and PTSD and the relationsliip
betwcen atrocify exposllre and MDD. Another study also fbund that

guilt parrially rnediated the relationship between rhe active participation roles (e.g,, agent of killing) and loss of religious faith (Fontana &
Ilosenhcck, 2004).

It aptears that participation in atrocities and killing is chiefly
implicated in reexperiencing and avoidance symptorxs. Researchers
have yet

to fully evaluate othel important outcomes, such

as

clvsphorir ar.rd anhedonia (depression), general distress, relational
ar.rd parerting difficulties, parasuicidal bel.ravior, domestic violence,
crirninal 'rehavior', and loss of spiritualily and leligious faith. It is also
runclear whether demoralization, shame, and guilt fully or partially
mecliate the association between various conflictual acts ancl .r valiety
of negati're outconres. The lasting psvchologic.ll and social inrpact of
witnessirg unethical behaviors performed bv others or witnessing
intense l-ruman suffering remains insuffi ciently addressed. Extensive
research s needed.

irredeemable, and un-reparable or believe that he or she lives in an

immoral world.

Moral injury may also share some oF the avoidance elements as
desclibed within the two-factor theory of PTSD (e.g., I(eane, Fairbank,
Caddell, Zimering, & Bendcr, 1985), which posits that PTSD develops
frorr an initial phase offeal acqr.risition through classical conditioning
plocesses and is further maintained through instrumental avoidance
behaviors. During the traurnatic cvenr, various cues beconre associated with "intense feaq helplessness, or horror" ar-rd acquire the
capacity to evol(e strong emotional responses on subsequent occasions when the traumatic event is no longer occurring. Quicl<ly,
individuals learn to avoid these cues, but the avoidance prevents
natural extirrction florn occun'ing.
Moral conflict and dissonance alguably creates scverc peli- or
post-event emotional distress (e.g., shame and guilt), which causes
rnotivalion to avoid various cues that serve as reminders ol the
experience. Although functional in the short run, avoidance thwarts
corrective learning experiences (e.g., learning that the world is not
.rlways an amoral place, that the person can do good things, that
others still accept them), maintaining the negative psychosocial

impact of rnoral conflict. These aspects of moral injury
4. What rslrects

of existing theory might explain moral injury?

Servic-e mernbers face rnoral ancl

ethical conflicts and

r-nay

struggle

with hor,r'to nranage their lasting inrpact. Coing fbrward, should we
conceptu:rlize the afterrnath of these conflicts as adjustment disorder
or I)'|SD? Or, do issues of rnorality deserve special attention? Tb help
address d-rese questions, we leview the prorninent theories of PI'SD
and gaug: their applicability to our conceptualization of rroral injury.
Social-cognitive theories of PTSD delineate how traumatic events
clash with existing schemas that people hold about themselves and
the worlc (Horowitz, 1976, 1986; Janoff-Buhnan, 1985, 1989; McCanrl
& llearlrrran, '1990). Basic fundamental assurnptions that rnay be

altered [,y .] traumatic event include beliefs that the world is
benevolert, the world is meaningful, and the setf is worthy (e.g.,
t:)pstein, l00ll; Janoff-Uuln.r.rn, 1989). lf .rn individual is unable to
assirnilate the traumatic event with prior kllowledge and assumprrons, infi'usior-rs and avoidance problems ensue. lntrusions, in the

lorrn of rnemoLies and nightrnares are accompanied by extlenre
arousal ard distress, motivating the individual to avoid thoughts and
memorie; (and situations that triggel lecall) of the trauma. Although
avoidance strategies rnay temporarily alleviate distress, they tend to
interfere ,rrith accornmoclation of and, by extension, recovery frnm the

traumatic experience. f'urthermore, traumatic events may alter
generalired self-schemas pertairring

to themes of safety, trust/

dependency, esteem, indeper-rdence, control, and intirnacy, negatively

impacting the individual's functioning in his or her daily life (e.g.,
Mccann & Pearhnan).
Similal to social-cognitive theories of PTSD, we argue that rnolal
injLuy in,rolves an act of transgression that creates dissonance and
cor.rflict because it violates assumptions and beliefs about right and
wrong and personal goodness. How this dissonance or conflict is
recoucile,l is one of the l<ey detenninants of injury. lf individuals are
unable tr, assimilate or accommodate (integrate) the event within
existing ;elf- and relational-schenras, tl-rey will experience guilt,
shame, and anxiety about potential dire pelsonal consequences (e.g.,

to lingering psychological
distless, clne to frequertt intrusions, and avoidance behaviot's tend to
thw.lrt sr ccessf r.rl accornmod.rtion.
The social-cogr.Iitive model needs t0 be expanded t0 account for
the impact of moral injury. Whereas beliefs related to self-efficacy and
competercy to cope with life-threatening events have been the focus
of social constructivist models (e.g., Benight & Bandura, 2004), the
ostlaciza.ion). Poor integration leads

seern

cousistent with the tvvo-factor theory of PTSD. However, the twofactor theory of PTSD is based on conceptualizing the trauma as arl
unconditioned fear stimulus and syrnptoms as conditioned lesponses
to fear. Events associated with nroral injury are not chiefly based on
fear, but other affects and cognitions, such as shame. Whether these
experiences cau be extinguished naturally or by ttrerapeutic means i.s
an empirical question.
The enduring negative ernotional distress related to moral injury
rnay also be partially explained by emotional-processing theory (Foa
et a1.,1989; Foa & Riggs, 1993). The emotional-processing theory of
traulna proposes that pre-trauma schemas, the mernoly of the event,
and the menlorv of experiences prior to the event can interact and
interfere with thc' emotional-processing of the traunta, leading to the
development of chronic PTSD. Although many negative events .tre
emotionally reexperienced, the frequency and intensitv of the
ernotions usually decrease naturally (i.e., via extinction). Yet, if the

individual does not allow himself

ol

herself

to rernembel

and

experience the emotiolls associated with the event, extiuction aud
habituation ale disrupted and decleases in the ernotions'frequency

and intensity do not occur, resulting in
consequences

PTSD. The en-rotional
of molal injury (e.g., shame and guilt) are, at least,

partly maintained through non-confrontation of the event and/or the
meaning of the event. However, it is unlikelv that a lack of extinction/
habituation is the mechanism that maintains the emotional distress
associated with moral injury.

The cognitive model of PTSD may also be useful in paltly
explair.ring the irnpact of moral injuly. The cognitive model (e.g.,
Ehlers and ClaLk, 2000) posits that PTSD develops when traumatic
events produce a sense of constant threat throllgh excessively
negative appraisals and data-driven processing (getting stnck in
sensory details), resulting in sffong perceptual priming and poor
elaboration (i.e., the event is not given a complete context in time and
place) and that PTSD is rnaintaiued by a series of problematic
behavioral and cognitive strategies. A feature of moral injury that rnay
be consistent with the cognitive n-rodel of PTSD is the importance of
negative appraisals and attributions aboLrt the tlansgression that serve
to create aud mailltaill the lasting psychosocial consequences of moral
injury (such as shame and dysphoria).
Some recenf models of PTSD have attempted to specify vulnefabilities that explain why some develop the disorder and others do not
(Elwood, Han, Olatunii, & Williams, 2009; Charuv.rstra & Clnitre,
20013). Vulnelabilities are specific diatheses that manifest under

B;f, Litz et al.
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conditions of stress and trauma (e.g., Bownran & Yehuda, 2004).
Elwood et al. posited fbur cognitive vulnerabilities (based on Ehlers &
Clalk, 2000) related to the development and rnaintenance of PTSD:
( l ) negative attibutronal sryle ( i.c'., consistently .rttributing negative

events t0 internal, stable, and global causes)i (2) ruminltion (i.e.,
repetitivelv and passivelv thinking about negative emotions, pre-

cipitators

of

r.regative emotious, symptoms

of distress, and

the

nreaning of distress); (3) onxtety serrsifivify (i.e., fear and anxiety
about urrexpected fear'-r'elated experiences); and (4) looming maladaptive style (i,e,, biased interpretations about present and future
threat). Of these, negative attributional style and rumination appear
[<l be germane to moral injury. We discuss the role of attributions in
detail later' in this paper. A ruminative style may foster greater
distress, withdrawal, and reinforce destructive beliefs (e.g., of being
unforgiveable).

Channastra and Cloitre (2008) described how social bonds are

a

vulnelability factol tbr PTSD, which is higltly relevant to moral injury.
Social support resources, perceived or actual, ale one of the most
robust predictors o1'chronic IvlSD. Atthough Iess discussed, the
absence or withdrawal of supports is especiallv damagir.rg. Social
support before and after the nrorally injurious event is likely to
influence the related psychosocial impact. However, compared to
those suffering from lvl SD, those who suffer from moral injury may be
more reluctant to utilize social supports, and it is possible that they
may be actually shunned in light of the moral violation. Charuvastra
and Cloitre underscored how exposure to human-generated traumatic

events (typically interpersonal trauma) result itr more toxic impact
and distress than exposure to harm alone because human-generatecl
events l'epresent a bre"rkdown of social norms in addition to
diminishecl expectations of safety. Because morally injurious events
are almost alwavs human-genelated, the breakdown of the social
colltract is as gerrnane. However, to date, the social bond impact of
perpetration and transgression lrave r]ot been addressed.
In sum, prevailing theories of posttraumatic adaptation only
partially explain the developtnent and uaintenance of rnolal injuly.
This is to be expected; theories of PTSD attempt to explain the longterrr phenomc'nology of individuals lwrrnecl by others (and other
unpredictable, uncontrollable, and threatening circumstances) and
have not considered the potential harm produced by perpetration
(and n.roral transgressior.rs) in traumatic contexts. Consequently,
moral injury requiles an alternative (but also complernentaty) model.
5, Basic concepts

Ilefore further describing our concept of moral injury,

it will

be

il-lstructive to review some basic concepts that inlbrm our model and
intervention approach.
5.1. What are ntorals?

The rnajolity of individuals have a strong moral code that they use

to eft'ectively navigate tlrlough their lives. Mot'als are defirled as the
personal and shaled familial, cultulal, societal, and legal rules for
social behavior, either tacit or explicit. Morals are fundamental
assumptions about how things sl-tould work and how one should
behave in the world. For example, the inrplicit belief that "the world is
benevolent" stems frorn the expectation that others will behave in a
moral and just rlanner. Another tacit assunrption is that "people get
what they deserve"; thus, if someone does not act within the accepted
moral code, a punishn-rent should ensue.
Morality has been studied in the context of htttnan developtnent
(e.g., I(ohlberg, 198 I ), group processes, such as altruistn and prosocial
behavior (e.g., Eisenberg & Millet, 1987), and ethics (Miller, 2003).

From an evolutionary psychology perspective, nroral behaviors are
functiona[ because certain primitive drives and instincts (e.9.,
agglession) may be destructive to the grotlp aud the ctrlture. This

well articulated by l;reud (1930i2005) in Civilization antl
Its Discontents. A good dcal of human suffering was argued to arise

process was

of punishment and withdrawal of love and
support in the afteflnath ol various acts of transgression developmentally. The avel'sive learning experiences fronr powerful others
(parents, te.rchers, leaders) leads to self-censure and moral compoltmeut, as well as the expectation that others sl.rould conlorm to moral
standards, and if they don't, they should be punished.
fron-r tl.re lasting impact

5.2. Are there uniEte emotions

rekted to ntoral belieJi?

Moral emotions, both seli-focused and other-focused, serve to
maintain a moral code. Morality-relatecl emotions are driven by
expectations of others' responses to perceived transgression. Embar'rassrnent may encourage adberence to broadly or locally accepted
moral standards by prornpting individuals to act in conciliatory ways
so as to win approval or inclusion (e.g., I(eltner, 1995). Positive
emotions such as self-oriented pricle and other-oriented gratitude also
shape rnoral behaviors.

Most research has focused on lhe expericnce of self-oriented
negalive moral emotions, such as shame and guilt and how thev
influence moral behavior (see'lhngney, Stuewig, & M.rshek, 2007).
Guilt is a painful .rnd motivating cognitive and emotional experience
tied to specific acts of transgression of a personal or shared molal code
ol' expectation. Guilt, unlike shame, is associated with a decreased
likelihood of participating in risky or illegal behavior and often results
in the making of arnencis.
Shanre involves global evaluations of the self (e.g., Lewis, l97l),
along witl.r behavioral tendencies to avoid and withdraw. Therefore, it
lesults in more toxic interpersonal difficulties, such as anger and
decreased empathy for others, and these experiences can, in turn, lead
to devastating life changes. Generally, research has shown that shame
is more darnaging to ernotional and mental health than guilt (see
Tangney et al., 2007). Consequently, shame may be a more integral
palt ol rnoral injury.
5.3.7-he effect of shante on socinl behavior qnd connection
Shame is fundamentally related to expected negative evaluation by
valued others. lt is, therefore, not surprising that individuals respond
to shame with a desire to hide or withdraw The non-verbal and verbal
cornmunication behaviors related to shame in interpersonal contexts
function to inhibit interactiou and communication with others (lzald,
1977; l(eltner & Harker', 1998). A nuntber of researchel's suggest that
shame behavior in relationships serves to reduce anger in others and

elicit greater sympathy (Gilbeft & McCuire, 1998; l(eltner, lgg5;
l(eltner & Harker, t99B). In this way, one who commits a transgression
can minimizc or avoicl condemnation and rejection and elicit grc'ater
sympathy and support. However, shame due to serious acts of
perpetration or acts of omission in traumatic circumstances is likely
to lead to extensive withdrawal, which in tuln exacerbates shatne
(e.g., expectations of censut'e aud rejection are reinforced).
5.4. SelJ-.forgiveness

A good deal of resealch has shown that interpet'sonal forgivettess,
that is, forgiving otlrcrs who have transgressed, helps people adapt and
l'ecover from various social hanns. Less studied, but no less important
flom the var'ltage point of preventing wlongdoing and helping
tl'ansgressors, is the plocess of self-forgivertess, which is a nteatts of
obviating self'-coudemnatiort and shame aud a vehicle fbt' cort'ective
action. Hall and Fincham (2005) define self'-forgiveness as "a set ol'
mOtivational changes whereby 0lle becontes decreasingly motivated to
avoid stimuli associ.rted with the offense, decreasingly motivated to
letaliate against the self (e.g., punish the sell engage in self-destructive
behaviors, etc,), and increasingly motivated to act benevoler-rtly toward
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the selfl' (p. 622). Sell'-fbrgiveness cot'rceptuallv entaf,s acknowledgiug
the event, accepting responsibility fbr il, experiencing the llegative
emotions associated with it (e.g., Hall & Finchant; llolntgren, 2002),

devoting sufficient energy to heal (Fisher

& Ilxline, 2006),

and

committing to living differentlv in the future ([nriglt, 1996). Hall and
I'-incham (2008) have shown that feelings of guilt, conciliatorv
behaviors, and the pelception of lorgiveness from otrers affected self*

or how an individual or group should be treated (or at odds with
militarv training and rules of engagement). The context and others'
reactions may moderate the degree to which the event is initially
dissonant or conflictu.rl. However, we argue lhat many service
members will eventually experience dissonance and face the task of
reconciling their discon-rfort and expectations of social condemnatiot.t,
censure, and rejection (see Higgins,1987), ifnot litelal punishrnent. If

forgiveness over time.

a sevel'e and abrupt discrepancy occurs between self- and other

In terms of adaptation to behaviors required in war, Witvliet,
Phipps, Feldman, attd Beckharrr (2004) found that lack of selt-

schernas and the transgression, the psychological process ofteconciling discrepant ways of seeing thc' self ancl the wolld creates emotional

tbrgiveness was related to PTSD sylnptonl seve.ritv in Vietnant
veterans. The converse oi self-forgiveness, self-condemn.ltion, has
also been showu to be associated with depression and general anxiety
(l\4.rltby, Macaskill, & Day, 2001 : Mauger et al., 1992), dispositional
shaure, poor psychological well-being, and self-punisl.rment (Irisher &

2001; McCann & I)earlman, 1990), If the service members feel ren]orse

about various behaviors, they will experience guilt; if they blante
themselves because of perceived personal inadequacy and flaw, tl-rey
expelience shame. Guilt responses are telnporalily functional
because thev increase motivation to correct behaviot'or to fittd ways of
col'recting harrnful ways of construirlg the experietrce, for exarnple, by

will

L.xline, 2006).
G.

turrnoil and distress, and the accomrnodation process can consume
psychological and emotional resources (e.g., L.ee, Scragg, & 'l'ttt'tret',

Working conceptual model

1b stimulate a dialogue about rnoral injurv, we offer the following
woll<ing definition of potentiallv morallv injurious experiences: Perpetrathtg, failiug to prevent, bearing witness to, or lcarning about acts
that transgress deeply lrcld ntorol beliefs and expectations. This may
entail participating in or witnessiug inhumane or cruel actions, lailing
to prevent the imrnoral acts of others, as well as engaging in subtle
acts or experiencing reactions that, upotl reflection, tlansgress a moral
codc. We also considcl bealing witness to the afterntath of violence
and hunran carnage to be'potcntially morally injuritus.
Moral iniury requires an act of transgression that severely and
abruptly cont[adicts an individual's personal or share<l expectation
about the rules ol the code ofconduct, either during th e event or at some
point afterwards (see liig. 1). Tlie event can be an act of wrongdoing,
failing to prevent serious unethical behavior, or wittxssing or learning
about such an event. The individual also must be (or become) aware of
the discrepancy between his or her ntorals and th: experience (i.e.,
moral violation), causing dissonance and inner conflict.
In the case of a severe act of transgression, for most service
members, the event is, by definition, incongruent and cliscrepant with
fund.rmental beliels and assumptions about how the world operates

conferring with peers.
We posit that the type of attributions made about moral violation
greatly affects outcome (cf. Weiner, l!lB5). If the attribution about the
cause of a transgression is glohal (i.e., not context dependent), intental
(i.e., seen as a disposition or character flaw), and stable (i.e., enduring;
the experience of being tainted), these beliefs will cause enduring
moral emotions such as shame and anxiety due to uncertainty and the
expectatiorl of being judged evenfuolly. If these aversive emotional
and psychological experiences lead to withdrawal (and coltcealment)
then the service menrber is thwarted from corrective and repairing

experience (that otherwise would temper and counter attributions
and foster.sef-Jbrgivene.ss) with peers, leaders, significant others, faith
communities (il'applicable), and the culture at large (see l'ig. 1).
The more time passes, the more service rnembers will be
convinced and confident tllat not only their actions, but r/tey are
unforgiveable. In other words, seryice membet's and vetet'ans with
rnolal injuly wilt fail to see a path toward renewal and reconciliation;
they

will fail to [orgive themselves and experietrce self-condemnation.

The behavioral, cognitive, and emotional aftermath of unreconciled
severe moral conflict, withdrawal, and sell'-condemn.ltion closely
mirrors the reexperiencing, avoidance, and emotional numbing

Fig.1. Working causal frameworl< tbr ntoral injury.
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syn'rptorns oi'PTSD. The psychological imperative to reconcile morally
incongruent or discrepant experience (i.e., moral violation or conflict)

leads to rc'experiencing and other intrusive mental activity (e.g.,
Ilachnran, 1980). Argu.rblv, intrusive (automatic and unbidden)
psychological- and emotional-processing of moral violation is partly

functional because it reminds the person that they need to do
sometliing about theiI inner conflict. lf the person accon.rrnodates the
expelience and attributes the event in a specific (i.e., highly context
[war] dependent), not stable (i.e., time-locked), and external (e.g., a
result of exigencies and extraordinary demands) wav, this reduces
conflict arrd fosters moral repair; successfirl integration of thc tnoral
violation into an intact, although more flexible, functional belief

injury

becar.rse

701

they may increase the rnotivation to seek out

opportunities for renewal ancl reclernption.
Also, researchers have foLlnd that self-esteenr rnediates the relationship between beliefin ajust world and self-forgiveness (Stfelan, 2007).
We posit that self-esteem (i.e., expectations of self-worth and personal
agenry) is a protective factor against the development of rnoral injuru;
these beliefs reduce the likelihood of global causal attributions and
increase nlotivation for con'ective action.
7.

Working clinical care model

7.1. Assunlptions

system.

Reexperiencing may consist of the painful lecall (thoughts,
of moral violation with concurrent self-conden-rnation and
aversive emotions (e.g., anxiety about poterltial social censure or
condemnation, shame, dysphoria). Reexperiencing morally injurious
experience is aversive because, among other things, it weakens and
dest.rbilizes self'-esteem and talnishes relatioual expectations (e.9., by
reclucing worthiness or increasing expectations of censure). Consequently, service members and veterans distance themselves and
withdraw from others and they fail to avail themselves of opportunities for corrcctive, disconfirming interpersonal experience (e.g.,
ur-rconditional love, life affirmation). Tl-rus, expectations of being
tainted by moral transgression and being unworthy offorgiveness can
come full circle (this feedback loop is depicted in Fig. 1). ln the worst
case, service n'rerrbers with nroral injury suffer in isolation, feeling
irnages)

Several assumptions guide our intervention approach and selection of speciflc strategies. First, inherent in our working definition of
moral injury is the supposition that anguish, guilt, and shame are signs
conscience and self- and other-expectations about

of an intact

on internal distress, and increased psychopathology (see'langney et

goodness, humanity, and justice. [n other words, injury is only
possible if acts of transgression produce dissonance (conflict), and
dissonance is only possible if the service member has an inract moral
belief system. Consequently, underlving and core repertoires are
available to experience and self-judgment but they beconre less
accessible due to the consequences of rnoral injury (i.e., shame,
withdrawal). Worse, there is conflict, corlfusion, and black and-white
thinking about whether one can be good and moral and deselving ofa
futfilling life aftel having severely transglessed standards of condr"rct.
Accordingly, service members and veterans who earnestly seel< care
are struggling, but still capable of reclaiming goodness and moral
directedness, and forgiveness and repair is possible in all cases.
Second, there are two routes to moral repair and renewal: (a)
psychological- and emotional-processing of tl-re memory of the rnor-al
transgression, its meaning and significance, and the irnplication for
the service member, and (b) exposure to corrective life expelience.
The former is a necessary ple-condition and a formative ar.rd
constructive process. ln other wolds, we assume that service lnentbers
and veter.rns have not disclosed and thought deeply, in a sust.rined
manner, .rbout what they did (or failed to do). Accordingly, there are
aspects of the experience that need to be uncovered and fully
acl<nowledged (and shared) and tacit and ill-formed negative
appraisals and meanings need to be elucidated and articulated. The
optirnal condition for such a pfocess to occur is a raw and ernotional
reliving and recounting, the core elernent of exposure therapy (e.g.,
Foa, 2006). As in the case of exposure thel"py for life-threat and high
fear events (Foa & I(o2ak,1986), a corc corrective feature is breaking
rhrough experientlll avoidance (e.g., Ilarlow, Allen, & Choatc, 2004),
which in the case of moral injurv entails shame and expectations of
mortification and rejection. Once fully and poignantly exposed, dire

aL, 2007 ). AIso, the tendency to experience shame has been associated

and negative beliefs and expectations can be examined

helplcss ancl hopeless.
Chronic collateral manifestations of moral in jury rn.ry include: sefhanning hehaviors, such as poor self-care, alcohol and clrug abuse,
severe recklessness, and parasuicidal behavior, self-handicapping
hehaviors, such as retreating in the face of success or good feelings,

and detnoralizafion, which mav entail confusion, bewildelment,
hopelessness, and self-loathing. Most damaging is the

futility,

possibility of enduling changes in self and other beliefs that reflect
legressive over-accommodation of rnoral violation, culpabilitv, or
expectations of injustice. This rnaV occur because each reexpe|iencing
and avoidance instance leads to new learning aFfecting the strength
and .rccessibility of underlying schemas, which, over time, become
inglained and rigid and resistant to countervailing evidence.
Son.re vulnerability factors for PTSD applicable to moral injury
were described above; however, otller individual difference factors
lnay increase the tikelihood of lnoral injury, including shame
prollelless and neulolicism. Shame proneness has the rnost empilical
support. Research has consistently linked the dispositional tendency
to experience sh.rnre to decreased entpathy for others, increased focus

with lemorse,

self-cor-rdemning thoughts, and lower well-being
(Fisher & Exline, 2006), variables germane to moral injuly.
Neuroticism (negative affectivity) has been showrl to be negatively
associated with self-folgiveness (e,g., Maltby et al., 2001 ; Ross,

I{ertenstein, & Wlobel, 2007). ln tact, compared to openness,
conscientiousness, extraversion, .rnd agreeableness, neuroticism has
the strongest relationsl.rip to self-censure (t.ea<:h & Larl<, 2004; Ross,
I(end.rll, Matters, Wrobel, & Rve, 2004).
ln terms of possible protective factors, prisoners (putative transglessols) with just world beliefs are lnore likely to feel that their

punishment is justified and ale less likely to act ollt and cause
disciplinary problems (Dall:ert .& Filke, 2007; Otto & Dalbert, 2005).
Moreover, prisoners with just wolld belieti ale more likely to view their'
futr"u'e goals as attainable (Otto & Dalbeft). This finding has been
replicated with young adults in assisted-living housing (Sutton &
Winnarcl, 2007). Viewing goals as attainable and the expectation th"1t

justice is balanced (i.e., that transgressions have consecluences and
redress and repair are possible) are especially important in light of moral

and
challenged. The second corrective element, exposure to corrective
life experience, entails increasing the accessibility of positive judgments about the self by doing good deeds and positive judgments
about the world by seeing others do good deeds, as well as by giving
and receiving care arld love. This counters self-expectations of uroral
inadequacy and the experience ol being tainted by various acts.
'l'hird, because beliefs about moral transgressions and violations
tend to be very rigid and resistant to disconflrrnation, and service
members and veterans are typically highly convinced and confident
that they are unforgivable and only deserve to suffer', we assume that

they need to have an equally intense real-time encounter with

a

countervailing expelience. Consequently, after processing the trausglession and dialoguing about its in-rplication for the service rnerrber
in the plesence ofan unconditionally supportive and caring therapist,
we ask seryice rnembers to dialogue in irragination with a benevolent
moral authority ol provide advice to a hypothetical service member
who is similarly stuck (selice members are prone to be good leaders,
likely to offer habilitative and encouraging advice to peers). The idea is
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in generating alternative ways of construing

lo get service menrbers and veterarls to articulate ideas aboul the

str"rtegic and effbrtful

capacity to do good and to talk about being forgiven and the need for
self-forgiveness, cven if they don't initialty accept these idcas. This

(and experirnenting with the more helpful and balanced ways of

concept is related to a pilot studv targeting shame in women with
Borclerline Personality Disorder (Rizvi & l.inehan, 2005). Rizvi and
Linehan found that compelling individuals to engage in "opposite
action" (engaging in the opposite action of what shame woulcl suggest
doing, that is approaching rather than withdrawing) resulted in a
significant reduction in shame. This study suggests the need for
iuteruentiorls to counter withdrawal and avoidance when treating
rrraladaptive shame.
Finally, this process takes time, there is no quick fix. In the ideal
case, service members and veterans will use therapy to gef clear about
what happened, what it means to them moving forward, what tlrey
need to do to repair and reuew, and as means of priming the process of
forgiveness and hopefulness.
7.2. Specific treaanent strategies

Certain potentially morally injurious experiences account for a
greater variance in chronic posttraulnatic stress symptoms than
traditional indices of combat exposure. Reasons for the increased
influence of norally relevant stressors may stem from the lack ol
existing stnrctures to mitigate initial acute distress and symptorns
abollt transgression and nroral conflict (in theatre and post-deployment) and linritations in current treatment approaches.
As we have stated, the field tends to conceptualize lhe lasting
potentially damaging exposures in war through the lens of direct lif'ethreat and 1;ersonal loss. Argu.rbly, built-in, natural, and organizationbased opportuuities to heal and recover from these two classes of
evel.lts reduce the risk for long-term darnage. For example, because
extinctioll lealning is hard-wired, l.righ fear and conditioning lesulting
fron life-threat events may be healed if service members sustain
sufficient unreinfolced exposure to conditioned cues. We are also
hard-wired to l'ecover from loss; if selvice rnembers avail themselves
of'opportunities to reattach and reengage positively (or reacquire
social resources) their grief will heal naturally. Conversely, there
seems to be fewer built-in opportunities to heal from moral injuries. It
is diificult to correct a core belief about a personal defect ('l.rngney

et

a1.,

2007) or a destructive interpersonal or societal response,

especially when these contingencies lead to a pervasive withdrawal
frorn others.
Also, empilically validated tleatrnellts lor other syndrornes, such
as PTSD and depression, may not sufficiently redress moral injury. For'
exarnple, traditional exposure treatmeilt, which is commonly used to
address fear and anxiety-based PTSD svmptoms, mav not be the
optimal treatrnent because moral injury arguably does not stem fron.r
conditior-red processes that respond to exposure and response
prevention. Repeated exposure to a morally conflictual experience,
without additional corrponents, could lead to iatlogenic effects (Foa &
Meadows, 1997), especially for those expeliencing shame. In other
words, we argue that repeated raw exposure to a nrernorv ofan act of
fransgression without a strategic thelapeutic fl'arlre for corrective and
countervailir.rg attributions, appraisals, and without fostering corrective and forgiveness-promoting experiences outside therapv would be
counterproductive at best and potentially harmful.
Cogrritive rnodels (e.g., cognitive-p rocessing therapyi CPT; Resick
et a1.,2008) fail to provide sufficient specific strategies and heuristics
to target moral injury, and cognitive therapy assulnes that distorted
beliefs about rnolal violation events cause misery, which may not be
genrane. [n the case of morally injut'ious events, judglnents alld

beliels about the tr.lnsgressions tnay be quite appropt'iate ancl
accu[ate. We appleciate the uselulness of basic cognitive therapv
strategies, such as getting patients to monitor their experience,
increasing awareness and predictability of trigger contexts, their
biased constrr:ctions of those contexts, and helpiug them to be

thinking). We considered modifying this approach to foster comcctive
learning outside of therapv in our intervention model. We deterrnined
that the most efflcient use of time in between sessions w.1s to fbster
reparation, reengagement, and reconnection (i.e., to foster behavioral
success experience). [r.r any event, in our approach we do challenge
selvice members to think of alternative pelspectives and ways of
construing the implication of the moral violation and we use Socratic
questioning. However, in contrast to CPT (and othe| cognitive
therapics), we enrplov real-time emotion-tbcused event-plocessing
(in imagination) and experiential strategies as core vehicles to reveal
tacit toxic attributions ancl constructions and to prime countervailing
constructions.

We are piloting a modifled CB'f, designed to address the three
principal injulious elements of combat: life-threat trauma, traurlatic
loss, and moral injury with Marines ledeployed from the Iraq and
Afghanislan wars (Steenkarrp et al., in press), Below, we sumrnarize
the appro.lch that targets nroral injury, which includes the fbllowing
elements:

(.1

) A strong working alliance and trusring and

caring

relationshipi (2) preparation .rnd education about moral injury and its
impact, as well as a collaborative plan for promoting change; (3) a
hot-cognitive (e.g., Creenberg & Safran. 1989; Fklwards, 1990),
exposure-based processing (emotior-r-focused disclosure) of events
surrounding the nroral injury; (4) a subsequent careful, directive, and
formative examination of the implication ol the experience for the
person in terms of key self- and other schernas; (5) an imaginal
dialogue with a benevolenf moral authority (e.g., parent, grandparent,
coach, clergy) about what happened and how it impacts the patient
now and their plans for the firture or .r fellow service menber who
feels unredeemable about something thev did (or failed to do) and
how it irnpacts his or her currerlt and future plans: (6) fostering
reparation and self-forgiveness; (7) fosterir.rg reconnection with
valious cornmunities (e.g,, faith, family); and (8) an assessment of
goals and values rnoving folwald. Although these steps are presented
in a sequential order, we realize that the re will be substantial overlap
in their application; some steps are intended to occur throughout the
entire treatment.
7.2,1. Step one: Connectiou
Because of the sensitive and personally devastating and disorienting
nature of rnor"rl injury, a strong and genuinely c"rling and respectful
therapeutic relationship is critical. It is likely that the patient has not
disclosed the event(s) to anyone else because of shame and the
expectation of censure, disgust, and disdain, a dynamic which is at the
core of moral injurv. Without trust, details, responses, and meaning
elenrents will ren'rain hidden, and in older to promote healing,
concealntent needs to be avoided at all costs. To encourage disclosure,
the therapist must poftray unconditional acceptance and the ability to
listen to difficult and morallyconflicted n-raterialwithout levr.rlsion (e.g.,

Halev,1974),

In preparation fbl working with service meurbers and veterans
who report excessive and unnecessary violence, it is important that
therapists imagine, ahead of time and in detail, the range of possible
ofgratuitous violence and figure out how to tolerate this kind of
rnaterial while being able to genuinely embrace and accept their
patients. Tl.re genuine relationship of the therapist to the patient and
the story he ol she is telling will be a critical component of how the
event comes to be experienced. The therapist will need to model,
implicirly and explicitly, the idea of acceptauce.
Any expression of disgust or t'ear from the therapist, even to
acts

elerrents o[ the narrative unlelated to the patient's role, will be
experienced as c0ndemnation, Detachmettt, while understandable, is
not therapeutic. Even if tlre patient is retelling acts of perpetration, a
[herapist must find within the story or the person the elements
around which tl'ue empathic connection can be sttmmoned. It is
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essential that therapists farniliarize tlremselves with some of the
horrible thirlgs th.1t people do and witness in war'. Closely reviewing
these kinds of events while imagining sitting with the perpetrator will
give therapists a chance to have and examine their feelings ofhorror
an<l condemnation without harming an actual patient. This fvpe of
preparation will also provide therapists with the opportuuity to
examiue their feelings of judgmerlt and desire to create distance in
ol'der to lnove into a place whele they can imagine caling for sorneone
who has done morally cluestionable acts.
7.2,2. Step two: Ptepcu'ation cntcl education

At the beginning of treatment, patients need .r model or plan of
action to guide the difficult work ahead. Tl.rey need to hear that
approaching psychologically painful content is both possible and
crucial in promoting a healthier life and that shameful rnaterial can be

sha|ed without condemnation. Patients need

to

appreciate that

conceallnent and avoidance, although understandable, is rnaladaptive,
as it |rot only narrows the repertoire of wellness behaviors, it restricts

exposure to correclive and rep.rrative experiences. In addition,
paticnts need to be educated about the impact of nroral injury and
various elements of the treatment plan. This should be a careful and
collaborative process.
7.2.3. Step tfuee: Modified exposure component
ln this context, exposLrre is operationalized as a real-time sustained

consideratior.r of particularly upsetting deployment experiences that
will unearth or reveal harmful and unforgiving beliefs so that they can
be proccssed (reconsidered and changed), The basic mechanics of
exposure tl.rerapy apply (see ltra & Rtitlrbaum, l99B) and we asslrme
that it will be helpful to patients to have their eves sl'rut so that they
cau be less coustrained by the lelational aspect of sharing (e.g., direct
eye-contact). Throughout the process, the therapist needs to be fully
engaged and directive to encourage, support, prompt, plovoke, and

cue the patient

to

process particularly painfirl elements so that

meanir-rgs, needs, and rnotivatiolls can be discovered alld exantined.

'l'he goal of the exposure is to foster sustained e ngagement in the
raw aspects of the experience and its afterm.rtl-r. Extinction oI strong
affect fron-r repeated exposure is not the primary change agent, rather
focused emotional reliving is a necessary pre-condition to change;
service rnembers and veterans will be unable to reconsider harmful
beliefs stemming from deployment unless they "stay with the eveut"
long enougll for their beliefs to become articulated and explicitly
discussed.

Step thlee (exposure) is done in tandern with steps four and five
described below. There is considerable latitude about how much
exposure (and steps 4-5) to do over time. By default, exposure should
be used each session to Focus attention ancl activate poignant and
salient emotions about the experience, setting the stage for exanrination of rneaning and irnplication (step four) and con'ective discourse
(step five). Over time, the exposure should be briefer and may become
uunecessary if the patient is able to sufficiently uncover a full
conrplement of thoughts, appraisals, attIibutions, and meanirrgs about
the transgression (they ale able to go to step four without step three).

fou': Exaninotiotl and integration
An important step in self-forgiveness, reclaiming a moral core and
a sense of personal wolth, that is, reducing the toxic psychological and
relational impact of morally injurious expeliences, is the examination
of maladaptive beliefs about the self and the world. These beliefs ale
exarnined with the aim of promoting the development oi new, more
consrructive meanings, or at least a dialogue about the possibility and
irnplication of alternative habilitative constructions.
The therapist asks about what the evelrt rneans lor service
menrbers or veterans, in terns of their view of then-rselves and their
7.2,4, Step

future (identificarion and exploration of schema changes).

The

thelapist explicitly inquires about the service membel''s attributious

about what caused the transgression and explores themes of
globalitv/specificity, stabiliryiinstability, and internality/externalitV.
Maladaptive interpretations about stability (e.g., "this event will
forever define me"), a lack ol appreciation of the unique context and
contingencies in war, and severe self-condemnation ("1 am evil," "[ am
worthless," "l can never forgive myself," "l don't deserve to live or to
have a decent life") are explored.
Therapists should help service mernbers and new vetel'ans to
process the event in a way so that accommodation, but not over-

occomnlodcttion, cau occuf. Rather than coping with a rnorally
injurious event by denying it or excessivelv accommodating it, what
is needed is a new svnthesis*a new way to view the world and the self
in it that takes into accoul.tt the reality of the event and its significance
without giving up too much of what was known to be good and just
about the wo|ld and the self prior to the event (and what can be
revealed in the future).
One vehicle is to help the pelson appleciate the time-locked
context-specificity of his or her responses to cornbat and to work
towards acceptirlg an imperfect self, For example, a seLvice mernber
may believe that because he killed a civilian he is a cruel and sadistic
person. Therefbre, the goal would be to challenge the validity of (e.g.,
evidence for) extremity and rigidity.rnd encourage the understanding
that even if a particular act is "bad" or "wrong", it is still possible to
move lorward and create a life of goodness and value. One does not

tllat comnlitted the act.
An avenue for challenging rigid beliefs about the self is to separate
lhe individu"rl's overall worth fiom a particular act. I(illing a civilian
while in a war zone does not ntean the service rnember is an outright
cruel and sadistic person; individual events (even if they go against
one's persoual morals) do not necessarily or wholly define a person.
'Ihus, the goal is for individuals to reclaim good parts of themselves
and to examine and accept-but not be defined by-what they did,
what tl.rey saw, what otl.rers did, and so forth.
It is irnportant to appreciate that holding onto the idea of a moral
self or a rnolal code may requile that a bad act be judged as such. In
otlter worcls, maintaining a sense of morality is likely to preclude an
easy fbrgiveness ofa bad act and this is not sornething to be contested.
Rather, the goal is to help the service member or veteran to lnove
toward an appreciation ofcontext and the acceptance ofan imperlect
need to accept the act to accept the imperfect self

self.

While plocessing and dialoguing about the rneaning and implication of events, it is also important for individuals to be able to express
remorse and to leach their own conclusions about the causes of tlte
events, albeit with guidance flom the therapist. Psychotherapists ale
often too eager to relieve guilt, and, thereby, undermine thc patient's
need to feel remorseful (Singer,2004). Therapists should not assunte
that they have enough knowledge or credibitity to offer judgments
about how understandable a given morally injurious experience may
be, given the unique corltext of war or that service members and
vetel'al1s did not have a choice, per se, and so forth. This n-ray invalidate
service rnembers'and veterans'thoughts and beliefs about the event
or be distracting or annoying. The goal is to help patieuts consider'
more r"rseful and contextual appraisals. Service nrernbers and veterans
may first need the experience of telling another person about the
event, without it being excused, and still be viewed as a person of
value.
7.2.5. Step five: Dialogue with a benevolert moral authority
In selvice of plomoting new growth-promoting and hope-inducing
learning, or.lr tl'eatmeut model employs a rnodification of an ernpty-

chair dialogue in imagination with a caring and benevolent moral
authority. The goal is to have patierlts verbalize whar they did ol saw,
how it has alfected them, and what they think should liappen to thetn
(or others) over their life course as.r result, to someone who does not

want them to suffer excessively and wl-ro feels that forgiveness and
reparation is possible.
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Patients ale guided through an imaginary conversalion with
another person who they have gl'eat respect for and who can weigh
in as a relevant and gcnerous moral authority. The requirenrent is that
the service member or veteran thinks of someone who has always had
his or her back and who has been and will be in his or lrer corner no
tratter what. lf the patient cannot think of someone, he or she is asl<ed
to dialogue with a service rnember or veteran who he or she cares
about. In this confext, the patient is asked to provide guidance and
reconrmendatiorrs for moving forward to someone who is convinced
that he or she is ilredeernable and deserves to suffer.
In the first phase, the goal is to get the patients to disclose the
transgression, articulate their attributions and how thev have been
feeling about themselves since the experience, and what they think
should happen to them in their life course as a result (their plans and
goals ir.r ligl.rt of their rnoral injury). lb enhance engagement and the
intensity of the exchange, patients are also encouraged to share their
rerrorse and sorrow and what they would like to do to rnake amends if
they could. Aftel the patient sits with the emotiorrs arising fiom this
exercise, the therapist asks hirn ol her to verbalize what the moral
ar-rthority figure would say to him/her after hearing all of this. If
luecessarv,

the therapist is instructed to introduce content that

is

forgiveness-related, tailored to the specifics of the case. At the end, the
therapist elicits feedbacl< about the experience, by asking questions
such as "What was that like for you?" and "What are you going to tal<e
flon.r this?" This process may need to be repeated during multiple
sess ions.

and forgiveness
During the preparation and education step, the therapist introduces the idea that in order to repair moral injury, the service member
or veteran needs to find decency and goodness and ways of doing
good deeds as a vehicle to self-forgiveness and lepair. In sirrple telrns,
this is couched as making amends. To amend something means,
literally, to change. Making amends means drawing a line between
past aud present and in some way changing one's approach to how he
or she behaves and acts so that one moves towards the positive,
towards berter living. During the treatlnent, the therapist employs
concrete and cletailed patient-generated and realistic and doable
behavioral task assignments in service ofthis goal.
'l'herapists need to be rnindful that this idea of rlraking arnends can
solnetimes be taken to an extrelne; patierlts can come to feel that they
must focus their lives only on activities that will "right their wrong." The
idea of righting a wl'ong is usually a pool idea because it is typically not
possible. In general, the idea is not [o try and fix the past, but rather to
draw a firm lir-re around the past and its related associations, so that the
rnistakes of the past do not define the preseut and the future and so that
a pre-occupation with the past does not prevent possible future good.
Mal<ing reparations can help morally injured service members or
veterans begin to reconnect with their values, as well as allow them to
t'eel like a contlibuting member of society.
7,2.6. Step six: Repcurtion

7.2.7. Step seven: Fostering recorutection

By the end of successful therapy, the patient has had a positive
experience of accessing painful material in the presence of a caring

other, demonstrating that

it is possible, and perhaps

healing, to

disclose thoughts and feelings, no matter how disturbing. However, if
patients fail to use their therapy experience to connect or recolrnect
with in.rportant people in their lives and become less dominated by
beliefs that they ale not worthy of caring and loving relationships,
gains will not last. Veterans and service members need to itnprove

their lelationships with others and, more itnportatrtly, with thernselves as lelational demands arise over

their

generate a list of the people in their wolld who are (ol were)
ilnportant t0 them and who have (or had) a positive influence in theiL
lives, The individuals (or groups) should be arranged in a hierarchy
based on the expectations ol difficulty in relating in ligltt of the moral
irr.1ury. The patient should be encouraged to move up the hierarchy
incrementallv and systematicallv and learn something useful and
growth-promoting in eaclr inst.rnce.
Patients lray want advice about whether they should shale what
they did or saw or failed to do. Because many people do not know
what to say about such things, and their reactions may be difficult to
predict or interpret, guidance will be needed. Significant others may
not know what to say, or they may have good intentions of helping,
but are ultimately unhelpful. A dialogue might be awkward, if not
destructive. It is inrportant to tell patients to remember that they are
not responsible for othels' feelings or what they "do" with their

feelings. However, it is up to the patients to make sure their
relationships are a useful and positive force in their life. It might
mean that patients will have to tell people exactly what they need
tron.r them, so that falnily and friends do not end up feeling like they
have no idea what to do or say. A conversation about prep.rring for

moments of possible self-disclosure is important before rherapy ends.
Therapists may also want to establish a dialogue about spiritualiW,
which, if defined as "an individual's understanding ol experience
with, and connectiou to that which transcends the selfl' (Drescher,
2006, p. 337) supports the underlying theme of the treatment. The
goal is to flnd ways of revealing tl.re full impact and irnplication of the

morally injurious experience in terms of self-construction, setting in
motion the possibility of transcendencc. 'l'hat is, not being defined by
the experience, and correcting the wouncls by not succumbing or
being that construction of the self (e.g., only possible of doing bad
things), through subsequent mindful and purposeful experience
moving forward. This lramework is consistent with rnindfulness
approaches to trauma care (e.g., Follette, Palm, & Peafson, 200{i). In
the context of moral injury, forrning connections with positive
cultures and groups may be an optimal vehicle for tlanscendencebeing part of something and being accepted bv a group helps
construct meaning and purpose that transcends the self. Consequently, patients should be encouraged to engage in group activities
and spiritual communities (e.g., a church; Ilrescher, Srnith, & lhv,
2007). Forgiveness within leligious and spiritual framew<lrks is
potentially instrumental in alleviating guilt, shame, and demoralization. For example, Witvliet et al. (2004) found that veterans who fail
to forgive themselves and have punitive religious beliefs (e.g.,
thirlking tl.rat a higher power is inflicting punishment or withdrawing
love) have worse mental health outcomes.

for tlrc long haul
'l'he therapy shoulcl end with an extensive conversation about
what patients will take with them from the work they have done and
theil plans fol the future. The therapist should specifically assess
7.2.8. Step eigllt: Plaru1h1g

values and goals moving folward. [n other words, what would patients
Iike to see for themselves and the people they cale about over the long
haul, in light of their valuesT If thelapy has been helpfut, these values

should be thematically useful, positive, hopeful, and relational. As is
the case with serious and sustained combat and operational trauma,
there should be the expectation fhat tl.rere will he challenging times
ahead-peliods where the moral injury becomes more the figure than
the ground. As a result, it is in.rpoltant to plan for times when the
person is at risk fol being defined by the mot'al injury.
8. Conclusion

lif-e course.

Patients are strongly eucouraged to seek positive and healing
relationships outside of therapy. This process neecls to be framed,
planned, and structured in a way that will increase the probability of
success and exposure to corrective experience. Patients should

We have devoted extra attention to two potentially rrolally
injurious acts: .rtrocities and killing. Because research is very limited,
our focus on these rwo acts arose out of necessity rather than
intention. Ideally, we would have also examined the repercussions of
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lealning allont the unethical behaviors of others and bearing witness
to intense hun-ran suffering ancl cruelty. We believe that an exclusive
focus on clepraved acts ofcomnrission greatly conflnes the discourseit is counterproductive to assume that atrocities and gratuitous killing
are the onlv potentially morally injurious experieuces in war.
Rather than limiting investigation to these two acts, we recommencl a thorough evaluatiorr of n-rany dilferent types of morally
conflictual elements of service. In our vieu the critical elements to
rnoral injury are the inabilify to contextualize or justiff personal
actions or the actions of others and the unsuccessful accornmodatiorr
of these potentiallv morally challenging experiences into ple-existirrg
moral schemas, resulfing in concomitaut elnotional responses (e.g.,
shame and guilt) and dysfunctional behaviors (e,g. withdrawal).
The inability to contextualize, rustifo, and accomnrodate acts is likely
to lead to long-lasting inrpairnrent (i.e., moral injury) due to the lack of

built-in and contextual salutogellic factors and tlie presumed inappticabilirv ofcLrrlerlt treatnlents. Accoldingly, many resealchers have fbund
that arrocities and kitling are better preclictors of chronic posttrauntalic
stress syrnptorns than cornbat exposure (e.g., Beckhant et al., 1998;
fbntana & lkrscnhecl<, 1999; l(ing ct al., 1995; MacNair, 2002; Yehr.rda
el .11., 19.92). Also, ltrntana and Rosenheck (2004) suggest that veter.lns
with high combat exposure are more likely to seek VA services due to
guilt.rnd loss of faitlr than IvISD or lack of social support.
What is needed, then, is rnulti- and, ideally, interdisciplinary
resealcl't. Moral injury in service members and veterans appears to be
a distinct phenomenon warranting its own line of inquiry and
developrnent of special interyention strategies. The first step is
psychonretric developrnent. We need to generate instruments that
can reliablv and validly assess moral injurv. Our working definitional
stftrcture should selve as a guide in item selection, emphasizing
content validity, and as a means of fostering coltstl'uct validation.
Researchers should also expalrd lneasures of cornbat and operational
exposures to include a full range of potentially morally injurious
experiences (these would need to be psychon.retrically validated as
well, emphasizing temporal stabitity). Once content valid measures are
developed and validated, the next step is epiderniological. Thc
cluestions that nc,ecl to be addressed are: How prevalent is moral
injury among service ntembers and new veterans? What are the
psychosocial and military context (e.g., leadership, cohesiorr, rnorale)
predictors of moral injury or successful navigation of various
tl'ansgl'essious in the context of combat and operational challenges?
Finally, we need randornized contlolled tlials of interventions that
specifically target lnol'al injury in veterans of war.
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